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During the past several years mytherapeutic work h underimhe a

rather dramatic transformatidn. -Oddly enough it took me some time to

recognize that my predominantly psy hodynamic approach to treatment was

being altered in ways that might a tually shock some of my former psycho-! t, .

dynamic superviSors and teachers. Much to my surprise I found myself
, .

intorpordting some behavioral tech iques into my work, and even more

surprising was the succes's thai.wa esulting from such integration Of

approaches.

.-- ,For years I had thought and f nWoned quite Comfortably with the
.1

belie f that-traditional OSYchodynatic treatment techniques were:the only
i

..

true.and effective ways Of doing therapy". I knew that behavioral approaches

ti

,

existed, but I had been successfully convinced that they really only worked
' P -, ,

for circuMscribed problems such as phobia , and even the symptoul substAion
i

\ 1

.1

wouj7d very Likely occur following ex,trnc ion of the phobic responses. In my ,-
/,

graduate poosfram during the early 1970' a major curriculum innovation

ooured.when a behavior therapy elective course was ntroduced; ironically \li'

stuaents had the option of choosing the behavior therapy'course o an

animal behavior laboratory. I chose the-latter, andsie"<it the semester
..

woring with chameleohs.
f4 4. ... ,

;

-

During my internship and two years of postdoctoral clinical work at
,

..

'a very- 3SYChodynamically oriented facility, one occassionally heard talky

of
-4,

behaVier therapy, but once again it was considered appropriate for a'

wall and quite specific group of problems._ I also recall behavioral

approaches such as Systematic desensitization and token economies being

,/

4-
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Ijoked about. We 11 knew that early life experiences deterinined adUlt

Patholbgy, and th t curative restlts COold be achieved solely through

explorationof th se experiences, as well as analysis of resistance and

transference and t other dynamic techniques. I -too became caught-up in

such techniques an their associated j'argon,, but over time began to experience

a growing disencha tment as I found myself feeling increasingly constricted

by theoretical affil iation. i
..

, .T..r began to recognize that the tre-atment plans I was formulating for
,1

patients often had-more to do with my-own theoretical biases than with their
treatmen needs: For many patients the psychodynamic model was sufficient,,

but for some 'it did not go far enough in helping them achieve life change.

. .Coysequently L began expan'ding my repertatire, tering my therapeutic style'
s

, .

oth-at with some patients I. was being. mulch é di rective.
, Though at the

, .

time I did not,define such alterations as being 'behavioral, it is,kpparent
in retrospect that

!
i deed I was covertly ncorporating many of such strategies

. into my i,o rk.
.

i The treatment- -.particular patie t stands out -for me as a critical
turning point in My development as a thera ist. At the time of her admission

to the hospitil this young woman, whom -I w 11 call: Mary was 1,9 years old and

pwsisented with the syffifitoms .of Paranoid Sc izophrenia. Most prominent.in her

symptomatology 0 re hallucinations and the delusion that she was accompanied
,----....

everywhere by an imaginary friend with whom she would converse, cajole, and
I

_

occasionally disagree 'quite audibly. She Was enraged with her family and

other associates who objected to her bizarre behavior and emotionality, and

she asserted that others were envious of the closeness she had achieved
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with this friend, and that they were threfore attempting to destroyl

the relationship.

4

In our early work togetHer she was quite belligerent, as she per=

ceived me as one of the' enemies. As I took the history from Mary and

from her paivntt 'it became clear that Mary had a lengthy history of
f

itblatiOn She,waS the youngest of four children; herchree older siblings

were all bOys and. there was an eight year age gap between Mary and her

closest brother.. It was apparent that Mary's birth had:not been planned

and that her arrival intd.-the family causes considerable familial disruption.

NuMerous anetdOtes were presented in which Mary was the ObjeCt of sibling

ridicule and exclusion, andin many ways it seemed that bOth parents also

participated'in this process. In school; Mary also came to bd berceived

as different; she had few friends or playmates and relied increasingly on

autonomous activities intluding daydreaming as sources of personal enter-

.tainment: At the age of seventeen Mary fortuitiously met a very kind

neighborhood woman, Jane, who for a-brief period of time showed n intere4t

in.Mary unlike anything she had previously experienced: Jane sudde 1y was.

perceived by:Mary as her rescuer, as a person who -would care for her in

every way. The intensity of Mary.,s response understandably frightened Jane

and resulted ih Jane distancing herself from Mary. Unbeknownst to Jane

she.very much remained with Mary at firsIt in fantasy and subsequently as

palit Of a fixed delusional system.

What a terrific case for exploratory therapy., The connections seemed

unbelievably clear, and one might naively presume that by means of a long
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working through of the issues, Mary would come to understand the roots

of her need for Jane and gAdually become able_to dispense with_this

fantasy and initiate more appropriate interpersonal relations. Am

-e

important additional piece.of information is the.,fact that phenothiazines

were immediately prescribed and proved quite effeCtive in reduciing thE

psychotic symotomatolo gy; however the imaginary friend remained. n incor-

rigible component of Mary's thinking.

-
My treatment of Mary lasted eighteen months: six months of inpatient

care consisting of twice weekly individual therapy sessions, followed by

one year of treatment as an outpatient with weekly sessions. After one

mont f arduous attempts on my part at doing exploratory and,interpt?-etive

work, it beCame evident that I continued to be seen as one of the enemy who

was attempting,:to take Jane away from her.. -At that point I realized that she

was corneer and that my approach was not 'adegtateiy respecting her current

needs for support and directfon. Mary was a patient on a twenty person

ward and she was as isolated there as she had been for her whole life. Upon

recognizing -this, I reatefined the treatment goals so that improvement of

socialization skills would become a priority., What Mary needed most in life

at that moment was to learn how to be wit!, and talk with other people. In

retrospect it seems such an obvious need, but at the time it felt like a
.

big risk to initiate therapeUtic technique4 specifically aimed at a

behavioral target. 4 chose not to abandon the exploratory and interpretive

tasks but rather to 10 k for ways in which I might blend those tasks with

the new efforts hich were geaf"ed towards improved socialization. Mary's

A
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.response was imITediately pos4(tfve%:, she desperately wished to borne more

( comfortable in her dealings with others but felt completely ignorant abdut

hdW to go about it

.-

In the montht that followed we began to do OhaVibr rehearsal in

which Mary 4nd I Wou ld roe play various social interactions_ and she would

subsequently proceed to test. out these new strategies in real situations;

There were the typical problems and disappointments, bUt Chang Was nevertheless

being achieved, albeit SlOWly. The tasks were gradually expanded into _

I
. _

areas of familial dealings and finally applying for, a job.

Over the course of the six months of inpatient work'one very important
.

thing happened: Jane disappeared from Mary's thoughts,. and I predictably

became the central figure in Mary's life. In thisitherapy, exploration of

the therapeutic relationship became a critical bpt very complex task. Mary

had made a tremendous investment in our relationship and it'was imperative

to recognize her vulnerability while at the sameihe help her understand'

as much as posible the significance of her feelings -toward me._ Concortlitan/tly

there were the real life needs to get Mary out of the hospital, into a living

'situation and placed in a job. It woilld take too long to review in detail

how all of these forces were balanced, but what is'clear is the factitht

major exploratory and interpretivg- work was blended with direct behavibr'al

tnterventions geared toward'Oecific targets.

As the year of outpatient work progressed this dual focus was maintained.

Teaching Mary how to function autonomously was .don4 simultaneouSliwith consi-

.deration of issues of termination. It was necessary to carefully work.through



Mary's feelings of loss so as to o9viate her need to create -A delusional

ystem regarding our relationship sube ent to termination. We spent

i
any months on'this.issue while at the ame time collaborating n our

att mpts to 41ter Mary' behavior. The-therapy ended on -a most positive

, .though it was a painful loss for ach of us there was a rewarding

e of hope and optimism in our final sessions. About every two years
a

Mary writes to me to let me know that t ings'ane moving along in her'life

;atisactorily.
Ir

Ironically it Was Only in retrospect that I came to realize that

for pragmatic reasons I had been blending Complementary therapeutic
j_

Strategies. I realize that there is nothing particularly novel_in doing

such,' and that many therapists prObably do similar things in therapli all

the time:: However it seems that only in the past few years has there been

clear articulation regarding such inte ation of differing therapeutic
\=,

,-5,tyls.

I retalPcoming across Paul Wachtel'S b- choznalysis and(Ps-

Behavior Therapy in 1e78: As I read it I felt a tremendous sense of

liberation, a sense oir permission and -encourageffieAtolwoceed wtth the

blendipg of approaches which had become such a sen ble and comfortable

.ityle for me. Aroupd that time I began a two year treatment of 'a twenty

year old male, Steven, who requested treatment for incapacitating attacks

Of anfiety, relate0.fears'of homsexUality. Though Steven had been

Valedictorian in high schooi4 he was struggling to maintain passing grades
Nroo.

in colleoes. He -was the younge4rof three(ale children from a fairly high
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pressured family. Both parents ,successful professionals, and his
10

two older brothers were sucgeeding in their endeavors. Approximately a

Year prioq to starting treatment; Stevens father had had a serious heart I
, .

attack, resulting in tremendous family turmoil. Though Steven hadnever.
, i

/
felt close to his father, he was startled by the intensity of his reaction

to the possibility Of his father dying. Around this time he started to

became concerned that he might be homosexual. Though he hadnot previously

had anyhomoselmaldesires or fantasies he began to develop obsessional

thinkina about the matter. He increasingly pe7eived himself as potenti-

ally homosexual, and such thoughts woulti send .him into recurrent episodes

of panic. .He had no desire to make homosexual contacts, but found himself

.struggl ing with, homosexual fantasies which he found "very alarming.

ThoLigh Steven's fatherregained health, Steven himself became increas-

i_ngly isturbed. He began-to experience academic problems, primarily due

to his inability to concentrate. His relationship with his girlfriend of

two yea became volatile. Tbeir previously achieved harmony was recurrently

di-Srupted'as his anxiety and obsessional conceem took control of his life;

At. the time of ititake Steven was iii a state of panic; in addition to
- _

several physical correlates of excessiveanxiety.he was eVidencinr a _

tability, apprehension;_ obsessional thinking, and fear of. losing control.

.::Initial clinical assessment continued for a few more sessions, during which
. _

. he persistently defined his concern as being limited to this fear of hamO=

sexuality. Historical information wis also collected; and a connection began

to surface between Steven's presenting Problem add his relationship with

4



his -father. Steven was shocked as he began to acknowledg6 both to

self nd to me his longstanding but unsatisfied yearning for closeness.

wits his father. Though he initially dismissed the possibility of this

need being connected to his obsessional concern, over time he sloWly

came to understand.

In addition to the obsessional thoughts there were the episode's of
recurrent panic which were impairing Steven's functioning. flibugh the

rich potential for dynamic therapeutic exploration was so appealing-,A

, I also 'recognized the need to formulate a treatment plan Which )4ould4

address these incapacitating attacks

te, determine whether thef-e :wee any
I 7.6

atidtkt; the one. whiff seemed

. In our early work together I tried

common precipitants for the panic

to appear consistently had to do with

Steven's doubts about his own competence and adequacy.. Even the slightest

.challenge, be it academic or interpersonal , Seemed to provokv the obsessional

thinking which in turn led to an episode of panic. Once main there

appeared some -rich dynainic connections to :fami ly issues , such as the pressure
-

to succeed and, thereby derive parental respect and affection. Though I Was

confideht that such connections could be made by StOieti and worked through;

I was concerned &bout time. Steven's life was becoming increasingly disorganized..
He Was 14ving on a roller coaster of anxiety and each descent lefthim/more

scarred and vulnerable. It,seemed cliat to me. that thelJett treatmetit for.
f r-

Steven woulik consist of.exploratc*si 'and interpretive work blended Wit- _ty
)l'.. management.. Not. only did Steven need to understand that hbinbteXUal anxiety

-4 i :
:_" _. 4 _ _ :,r might have mdre to__ do. with' SO f=e-Oncept and hit relationship with his father

i

O



than to do with sexual identify issues, but he also needed. some skills
for managing the anxiety whyh was Thcapa,citating him.

Steven tiecied to develop the skills necessary to short-ci.rcuit the
paniC process while concomitantly becbming sensitive to those experiences
or issues likely to set them into motion. in our work during that first

9

year. Steven. came to perceive the dynamiC connections; he also acOuired
improved self=control.through employment of thoughilstoppling and relaxation

.4training techniques.

, After One'; year of therapy Steven's panic attacks hid subsided. Steven
became fairly secure in hi's definition of himtelf: as heterosexual , thOugh
homosexual concernsdid occassi6nally come to mind; Most often gsuCh concerns
could be undeqtbod by Steven within the context Which we had developed:
namely that any experience of self -doubt was WO to provoke a dynamic
chain reaction in which '1 s having to do with paternal aeceptance and?
affection would be aroused and.trdnslated into homortexual anxiety.

;:...During our second year ofyork together fewer "behavioral" inter-
ventions we re used in the therapy context, thOugh. Steven: continued to

---4-----carry out relaxation exercises. Our work beCame predominantly eXPlorator4,. ..
.though lieriodically telicilies such as behavior:rehearsal and Obblem

.i 7. ..tblVing proved both appropriate and effectoe for specific concerns' Which
arose;. they also seemed'appropriate to bth;Steven and myself dite to the

/ .

t._
blended work we had done during t.I1e/first year of treatmeni..

During the a-rminat;vit phase the most prbm'nent isstie seemed to be

Steven's ;ability to be adionOmoui andi be confid nt that he would be able
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to bqth translate his insights into action as well as to take control

of his own thoughts and behavior.

Summary

my purpose in presenting these twocases is not to convey any startli

revelations. Ih 6ct I am pleased to note that In the past few years ther

has been an impressive movement toward rapProchement which has been:..reflec

in an increasing number of books; article's and presentationsori the Subjett.

What I have attempted todo was convey a personal experience;40nembich

involved a IredUal transition in which I came;to redefine my therapeutic

10

style. The most dramatic impact for me has been the recognition of the

nee to formulate treatment plans wtlIch serve my patients needs rather

than my owns And -*econdly I havelearned the importance of conveyingthis

ideato student therapittS teach and supervise. It has been my, -----

experience that beginhihg therapists characteristically affiliate with6

speCtfis therapeutic modelS; and that such?affiliationsare JOsAred by

academic ptOgraim which delineate therapy according to suChhibdelS.
4.=

In all likelihood many of the professors who teach courses or therapy-

practita=in behavibr therapy or psychodynamic therapy actually work quAte
4 _

flexibly'in therapeutic,settihgt. As Grinker (1976) suggested once the

office doors are osed, much probably -goes on in .the psychoanalytic holir
ti

that
4 departssubstantially from orthodox OsychoanalysiS. Certainly the

same would told true in behavioral circles as well': One of the points'

which I would like to emphasize is that we should begin fostering openness
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in,our students and in our cblleagues. Certainly there is security

derived from working Within a specific therapeutic framework, but I am

certain that there are rich benefits to-be derived for both therapist

and patient when treatment plans are formulated according to common

sense rather than theoretical bias.
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